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The Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950
requires ths head of each department and agency to sstablish
and maintain adequate systems of internal control [ Ref . 1:
p. 1]. The Office of Management and Budget amplified the
requirements tc include all levels of management in their 28
October, 1931 circular, number A— 12 3. The reason for this
resurgence is to curb fraud, waste, and abusa of Government
resources, and promote operational eff ectivaness and effi-
ciency through effective use of internal controls. The
Harina Corps has resoonded to this directi/e through the
development of MCO P7QQ0.88, :, E= tao lishment and Maintenance
of Internal Control Systems." Paragraph 3 of the order
directs that "appropriate action to establisa and maintain
an effective internal control system in accoriance with the
policies, procedures, and standards set forth herein by 31
December, 1982" [Ref. 2: p. 9].
1. Accounting vs. Administrative Controls
The vernacular use of ths term "Internal Control"
has Droducad considerable speculation as to its precise
11

meaning. In reality, the only precise meaning it will have
is the one ultimately defined by its user for his own
purposes. To this end, the Comptroller General of the
United States has defined the meaning of internal controls
in the Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations.
E.=22i^5LS, Activities, §.513. Functions r which is as follows:
Internal controls include the plan of organization
and ail the coordinate methods and measures
adopted to safeguard assets; check. th = accuracy
and reliability of accounting data; promote opera-
tional efficiency and economy; and encourage
adherence to managerial policies, practices, and
procedures [Eef. 3: pp. 53-54].
Marine Corps Order (MCO) P7000.89 has expanded upon this
definition to include the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountant's originated characterization of controls
as being accounting or administrative. The reason for this
characterization is to categorize the basic function of a
particular control. Whereas accounting controls deal with
proper procedures involved with the acquisition, safe-
guarding, and reporting of assets; administrative controls
deal with the proper procedures taat relate to the decision
processes leading to management's authorization of transac-
tions and disposition of assets. These generalizations are
not an attempt to delineate controls into t*o distinct and
definitive catagcries, but rather to highlight the two basic
and overlapping types of controls to help dispel the tradi-
tional notion that internal controls are strictly for
accounting and financial purposes. ,_i..., .: -j « i,.oj
12

The importance of including guidelines for manage-
ment's decision-making process (administrative controls)
along with the traditional accounting controls can be illus-
trated by a well-known example of fraud in the Federal
Government.
In 1977, a low level employee was charged, with
embezzling ~800, 000.00 from the Department of
Transportation. His re sponsibiiity was the prepa-
ration of public vouchers which listed names,
addresses, and amourts owed individuals and
contractors. He would then forward the vouchers
to the Certifying Officer who would verify the
authenticity and correctness. Then, the vouchers
were submitted to the Departisnt of the Treasury
where checks were prepared and mailed to those
appearing on the vouchers. The employee knew that
the Certifying Officer did not closely check the
vouchers before signing and that he did not
require mandatory markings preventing additional
entries. Apparently he si a pi/ added his own name
to the vouchers, sometimes oefore signature and
sometimes afterwards. His eno ezzlement light not
have been detected if an alert bank employee had
not questioned federal checks ranging from
355,000.00 tc 2315,000.00 being deposited in his
personal account [Ref. 5: P. 3-4].
If the accounting control of marking the vouchers so as to
prevent any additional entries wae closely followed, the
lackadaisical authorization by the Certifying Officer would
have made the embezzlement still feasible. Conversely,
close scrutiny of the vouchers by the Certifying Officer
would not have detected postings nade after his signature.
Avoiding fraud in this case was dependent upon adherence to
both accounting and administrative controls.
13

The combining of the traditional accounting controls
with controls coordinating authorization decisions with
operational effectiveness and efficiency forms an inter-
locking system of internal controls. When applied with fall
management support, this system will substantially mininize
the potential for misuse of government resources.
2« The Impact of Inadequate Systems of Internal Control
Recent audit findings have shown general lack of, or
weaknesses in, systems of internal controls in the financial
management system among Federal Procurement Agencies. One
of the mcst notable reports was The Relationship between
I nternal Controls and Fraud, Waste, and ^buse, submitted on
August 23, 1980, by the General Accounting Office (GAD) - In
their review of eleven Federal Agency Jiscai Offices, they
found widespread, similiar, and prevalent financial control
weaknesses. The GAD believed that these weaknesses exist
throughout the Government since the operations reviewed
represented a cross section cf the major activities carried
out by the Federal Government. Tie report ended with some
generalized conclusions, which may De summarized as follows:
1. In many cases, the agencies' own procedure manuals or
regulations (implementing standards published by
Treasury and GAO) specify the controls needed, but the




2. Experience has shown that constant vigilance by
managament is necessary to iisure continued effective
operation of internal controls.
3. Direct costs due tc weaknesses in internal controls
are not individually large, but are significant when
projected Government-wide.
4. Weaknesses in systems of intsrnai controls result in
inaccurate accounting records, which produce erroneous
£ i n an c i a 1 s t a t e m en ts and financial derisions.
5. Failure to control financial operations reduces funds
otherwise available for operating agency programs.
6. Stronger measures are needed to bring about lasting
improvements to the systems of internal controls.
The rsport recommended that the Congress enact legislation
to place greater responsibility upon the heals of federal
agencies for the soundness of their organizations' system of
internal controls. [3ef. 6: pp. 53-54]
Results such as these hav? created a resurgence of
emphasis on systems of internal controls. The Office of
Manaoement and Budget (OMB) has reiterafai and expounded
upon the Budget end Accounting Procedures Kc^ of 1953 in
their 3MB Circular Number. A-J.23, dated 28 October, 1931.
Directives such as the aforementioned have cumulated,
resulting in MCO P7000.88, which iirects tha establishment
and maintenance of aieguate internal control systems in the




Unlike the rest of the Marine Corps (which has central-
ized Contracting/Purchasing Offices), the Fourth Marine
Division Using Units are normally isolated from procurement
suppcrt, necessitating the use of independent purchasing
from within the unit. In most cases, the personnel charged
with the purchasing duties have little (if any) prior famil-
iarity with the proper procedures. This is supported by the
last three summation analysis reports for inspections
conducted by the Uth Marine Division Supply Inspection 3 nit
during the period of 1 November, 1930 through 15 April,
1982. Ail three of these summation reports stipulated that
the "geographic dispersion of subordinate units and lack of
close proximity to command and support facilities ire
considered the maicr contributing factors to noted discre-
pancies" [Ref. 7: p. 3]J [Ref. 3: p. » ]J ( Ref . 9: p. 5].
Though the expertise needed for unusual pronlems is avai-
lable through a phone call, day-to-day purchasing transac-
tions must be performed at the using unit level.
MCO P7000.88 (effective 31 December, 1932> requires that
an adequate system of internal controls be implemented by
management to help curb fraud, waste and abuse [Ref. 2: p.
9]. This requirement has created an arduous task for the
Purchasing Dfficer of the Using Unit, since he also normally
16

has littla pricr experience w ith propar purchasing
procedures.
C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• r- 7"> T* "" a
-SThough specific guidance is ?i*ren as to the apprc
accounting procedures that should be utilized for effective
internal control, little guidance is givan on the adminis-
trative procedures or the development of administrative
controls. Additionally, if the Purchasing Officer has
little prior purchasing experianoa, even the accounting
proceiures oan bacome cumbersome. If the Purchasing Officer
^ - - .; r
establish and maintain an adagiate systen of internal
controls, he must have a well iaveiopad concept of the
necessary raguirements.
The following guestions will have a direct affect on the
Purchasing Officer's ability to understand tha reguiretnants
needai for an adeguate system of internal oontrols for his
Using Unit:
1. What is needed prior to control davelopnant?
2. What ire the mandatory control reguiramant s?
3. Where should control emphasis be placai?




5. What is the purpose of administrative controls?
6. How is administrative control accomplish ad?
7. How should the final system of internal controls be
i mpleaented?
8. How is the system of internal controls effectively
tn ainxained ?
D. PURPOSE AND SCOPS OF THESIS
This thesis will attempt to establish a generalized
foundation to facilitate the formalizing d£ a system of
internal controls for day-to-iaf operational purchasing
transactions executed by the Jsiig J nits of the Fourth
Marine Division.
The Marine Corps Purchasing Procedures Manual (^C3
P4200.15E) is highly informative and details-i with respect
to proper accounting procedures and offers some relief to
the difficult purchasing process. This ths-sis will concen-
trate on administrative controls, which focus on ascer-
taining the need for a purchase insteai of hew the purchase
is accomplished. This will facilitate the proper utiliza-
tion of funds through more complete and accurate criteria
for purchase authorization. Guidance will also be provided
to help focus on the applicable accounting procedures and




An extensive review of querent literature on the
requirements for an effective system of internal controls
was conducted. The literature serves as the Dasis for eval-
uating the strength and weakness of ths 4th Marine
Division's current internal control or2.-~i.09. In order to
update the expertise that was enca held by this author three
years ago as the Off icer-in-Char ge of the Uth Marine
Division Supply Inspection Unit, phon= conversations war?
conducted with the Marina Officer currently holding that
same billet. Relevant documents supplied Dy the current
Of ficer-ir.-Charge were examined. During the writing of the
thesis, points of potential ambiguity wers liscussed tfith
the Of f icer- in-Charge of the Inspection Unit to confira or
correot the author's perception of the intent of the appli-
cable order or manual.
The current and pertinent nanuals ani orders were
obtained via the publication section it ths Sarine Corps
Logistics and Suppor* Base located at Albany, 3sorgia.
Chapter II presents the generilized requirements for an
adequate system of internal controls by offsring an approach
to the heuristics of development, ieveiopmsnt requirements,
techniques, and the implementation and maintenance require-
ments that can be used by the Puroiasing Officer. Chapter
19

Ill is a suggested generalized design bass that shouli be
utilized when the Purchasing Officer is tailoring a system
of internal controls for his using unit. Zhipter IV offers
an explanation to the potential problems of implementing and
maintaining a system of internal controls. It also suggests
a methodology that can be used to leal with th?se potential
problems by shapina the i nplementat i on and maintenance. The




II. REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ADEQUATE SYSTEM DF INTERNAL
CONTROLS
A. CRITERIA FOP SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The heuristics involved in developing an "optimal"
system of internal controls far exceed tha current capa-
bility of management science. Because of tha livergenca and
subjec ti vity of the factors that influence controls, manage-
ment must use its best estimate as to whether a certain
control will or will not be incorporated into the ultimate
system. The best that management car. do currently is to
investigate the prime criteria that impact upon the heuris-
tics of control development.
1 . Materiality
The process of developing internal controls is aimed
to arrive at a satisfactory level of assurance regarding the
performance of the organization. However, it is not econom-
ical or necessary * o arrive at 133% assurance.
Consequently, the limited time a manager can devote to
obtaining a desired level of assurance must be spent on
matters of importance and substance. The term used to
describe this segregation of what is important and what is
rivia is materiality. [ Bef . 10: 33]
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"Whan generally expressed, it is a sin pis concept to
understand. However, application of the concept is diffi-
cult iue to the relativity of the term" [Ref. 10: P. 331].
The environment (both internal and external tD the organiza-
tion), the objectives of the organization, aid the level of
hierarchy concerned with the application, are ell pertinent
factors in the determination cf material weaknesses. The
manager cf a public affairs departnent could possibly have a
budget in excess of a million dollars and he is highly
concerned as to its utilization. \ senior executive of the
same company sees it as less than 1% of the organization *
s
operating bidget and deems it as inconsequential compared to
production or personnel costs.
There is r.c way currently known to generalize the
application of the term materiality. however, managers in
specific positicr.s have experienced "events that shew the
wisdoa (or error) of the judgement that was made and these
cases then become the building blocks of a more complete,
improved, and integrated materiality concept" [ Ref . 10: P.
346]. With experience as the key and judgement as the lode
of guantifying the experience, guides can be expressed for
specific management positions throigh some sort of policy
guidance that can be disseminated to a larger interest group




Whether the manager has axperience, has policy
guidance frD m the previous manager, has guidance from higher
authority, or is just left holding the oag, h* mast draw the
line for materiality.
A wall-developed concept of materiality is required
when evaluating weaknesses in a prscess being scruntinized,
otherwise the manager will be mixing the relevant ir.forma-
2. gisk Assessment
Risk assessment is an asaantial ingraiient to the
materiality process. It consists of two nai:r factors --
the magnitude and ireausncy_ of occurrence of the risk. In?
"magnitude" is basically the estimated amount of potential
loss from each occrrence. The "frequency of occurrence" is
self-ief ining. Together, the twc factors will express an
"exposure" rate for some set time frame. [3ef. 2: encl. 2,
p. 2] Without looking at both aspects of the axposure rate,
one would be evaluating controL development upon isolated
incidents vice the total effect.
Much like materiality, risk assessment is a judge-
ment call. whether one uses past experiences as guides or
pulls estimates from the air, exposure rates must be given




Onca the material weaknesses have b = en identified,
the manager must decide the most oo st-af f ecti ve alternative
to employ. Since the cost of con-cols ran bs estimated with
a fair degrae cf accuracy, it is basically an exercise in
devising viable alternatives tc solve the problem. However,
the ef fectiv erifss of each alternative control could again ba
based up or. i manager's speculation. A raanagac must combine
the cost ani effect ivenas s and apply it to the weakness in a
way that bast supports the objactivas. ras and results
should reprasent a step closer to the desired performance.
A cost-benefit analysis is a good approach in the
attempt tc optimize the projected rasults of a control. By
estimating the benefit that is dsrivei fron aach proposed
control and deducting the control, cost, pa are abia to
compare all the controls since thay ara all b=sed upon the
same scale.
By analyzing the interaction between the processes, peo-
ple and environment in the fori of attributes of perfor-
mance, the current state of tha organization is inferred.
The comparison of the organization, the objectives, and the
desired results will lay the foundation in the developmental
and ultimate decision criteria. General questions should be
included while deciding as to tie adequacy of any one
24

control. Some cf the more pertinent questions are as
follows:
1. Is the control compatible with the organization,
people, procedures, and processes?
2. Does the control attack the potential cause and not
the effect?
3. Does the control reduce the potential of and/or flag a
signal at an occurrence of an error or irregularity?
4. Is the control cost -effective?
The accumulation of acceptable controls will form the system
which again must be evaluated, but as a whole, with ques-
tions such as th e fc 11 ow i ng
:
1. Can tie data resul-ing fron the system (whether feed-
back on the system cr resuiis cf the transactions) be
readily evaluated into useful and understandable
in fen at ion bv the end users?
2. Is tha information adequate to base naeded decisions
UDon?
3. Does the information fulfill both mandatory and
desired requirements?
4. Does the system address both short-range and long-
range requirements?
5. Does the system help maximize the itilization of




After implementation, the accepted systea of internal
controls will be constantly revise! using the same process
to improve weaknesses discovered and mandatory changes from
higher headquarters. The uitinate results should be what
management has determined as being reasonable assurance that
the objectives of the system are being accomplished.
E. REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AE2QUAT2 SYSTEM
1« 52^1 mentation
Written records are required luring all stages of
the system cf internal controls. Documentation of the
objectives develop the basis ana reason for the systeu of
internal controls. Recording oz the system allows for the
standardization of the controls, which eases the implementa-
tion and evaluation cf the system. Documentation is also
required to prcmulagate any and ill changes required from
weaknesses discovered during the review process. Finally,
document at icn of compliance increases the confidence level
of actual utilization of the systen, and aiiuies to, if not.
designates, the individual (s) responsible for errors and
irregularities. [ Ref . 2: p. 6]
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2. Clearly Defined Control Dbjectiyes
Focusing the development of controls is established
by the docuaentation of objectives. Formulating objectives
depends upon the organization's policy statemsnt, any iden-
tifiable peculiarities of the organization, weaknesses
discovered from past, experiences, and desirable specific
purposes. The results of controls based ucdq these objec-
tives shouli produce any mandatory information for manage-
ment and higher headquarters, and icheive ths iesired level
of performance in the fulfillment d£ ail duties. [ Ref . 11:
P. 124]
C. INTERNAL CONTROL TECHNIQUES
When developing -he internal control (s) for a particular
objective, there are two basic techniques that can be
employed, wiich are as follows:
1. Detective. Controls
These controls are primarily used to discover the
occurrence of errors and irregularities aftsr they occur.
Although these controls are necessary to help alert manage-
ment of ineffective preventative controls on a timely basis,
they deter individuals from making arrors and irregularities
only to ths extent that they feel detection will be made.
27

This indirectly contributes to prevention, but lacks the
reinforcement of the other technique.
2« Preventative Controls
This technique directly deters individuals from
making errors and irregularities. Unlike detective
controls, these controls are designed so as to reduce the
25£2i^iillii2 z0 commit errors and conceal irregularities from
the day-to-day operations. Additionally, coifirmation of a
preventative control might detect noncompliance, changing
the control to a dual-purpose device. " Ref. 5: p. 49]
The development of preventative controls is crucial
to an adequate system of internal controls. Along srith
proper procedural methods and measures, special emphasis
should be placed upon the following preventative controls:
a. Separation of Duties
Proper development of tais key requirement will
reduce the probability of intentional irregularities, and
unintentional errors by the cross-checking of pertinent
information by other individuals within tie transaction
flow. Duties such as authorizing, making payments,
auditing, issuing and receiving, etc., should be considered




b. Access to Resources
By authorizing a limited numbac of personnel
access to rssources, responsibility of errors and irregular-
ities is also narrowed. The more piiferaoie the resource,
the more restrictive the control snould be. In cases such
as cash, only one person should be responsiale so -her? is
no doubt who is responsible for any shortages. Indirect
access, such as documents authorizing the use or disposition
of resources, should be limited c: those directly involved
in the transaction process. [Ref. 2: p. 7]
c. Authorization
Management should take great rare if and when
they should ever decide to relinquish any of "heir decision-
makina authority since it is the bast control nanagement has
on the status of day-to-day operations. Aitaorization from
someone not completely indoctrinated in both the short-run
and long-run needs of the organization ran at the very least
reduce the potential for optimal utilization of resources.
Any operation that is not in sone way authorized by manage-
ment is an open door for fraud, waste, and abuse.
29

D. IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE
1 • Supe rvision
Management's participation will greatly determine
the degree to which the system of internal controls will be
actively implemented. Continuous supervision will help
assure that approved procedures are followed. A najor
portion of this supervision should be the frequent internal
review of the system of internal controls to determine the
effectiveness of the procedures ani results, and to continu-
ously update the system. [ Ref . 2: p. 7] This process of
internal review would be accomplished using the same format
as explained in this chapter. It nust always be remembered
that a system of in~.err.al controls Is "management's
responsibility" [Ref. 3: p. 36].
2. Competent Person?, el
Reasonable care should be taken to assure that key
personnel have high standards of integrity, and are compe-
tent via education, training, ani/or experience to accu-
rately accomplish their assigned duties. Efforts should be
made to retain this competence through continual education
and training in order to keep abreast of current trends and
changes. [Ref. 2: p. 7]
30

-• £I2£§£ l^SSli^iSI: £2<1 Becorii ng of Transactions
Transactions shall be reccrded as executed, when
executed, and in accordance with the procedural methods and
measures as specified by the system of intaraal controls to
effect timely and accurate results. Spot saecks should be
accomplished during internal review to naintain a high
degree cf compliance. [Hef. 2: p, 7 ]
4 « Sxtsrnai Review
To afford an objective ^valuation of the svsten of
internal controls, third parties should be utilized when
oossible. External inspectors 3 va 1 ua te cc?.~rDis based upon
the actual effect cf the controls and not the stated cr
assumed effect. Unknown deficiencies and potential stream-
lining cf the system cf internal ccntrols is also brought in
by Third parties. However, it should be realized that
external inspectors cannot understand the intent and impact
of the organizaticn and its objectives as well as personnel
participating in the day-to-day cperations.
31

III. GENERALIZED DESIGN BASE FOR THE SYSTEM OF INTERNAL
CONTROLS
The following generalized design base has been developed
to facilitate the Purchasing Officer's taste of tailoring a
systsu of internal controls for his unit's day-to-day
purchasing operations. The aspect )f "day-to-day" should be
stressed, since the intent is to identify the processing and
procedures reguired on a recurring and continuous basis.
Ail reguirements that are accompli she! only once (or at
least seidcii) will not be included as part of this design.
(However, one should note that the frequency* of performance
alone is not an indication of ths importance of a
reguir anient and applicable controls should bs developed for
all aspects of purchasing that warrant their is velopment.
)
A. PURCHASING OBJECTIVES
Standardizing objectives for all potential contingencies
that could confront the using units of the 4th MARDI7 is
impossible due to the variety of their missions and loca-
tions. However, some generalized objectives are applicable
for small purchase functions accomplished by all the using
units, such as those that follows:
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1. Access to purchasing documents and resDirces should be
controlled.
2. Sufficient funds should be available to cover the
obligation of the purchase.
3. The type of goods or services, method obtained, quan-
tities, prices, source, and when to buy them should be
properly authorized.
u. All adjustments not covered by the initial purchase
submission should be prcpecl 1/ authorized.
5. Purchases should be acquirel through the appropriate
source
.
6. Purchases should be properly classified int<
appropriate method.
7. Purchases should be processel on a timely and i??:o-
8. Access tc receiving should bs limited tc those indivi-
duals concerned.
9. Goods and services received should be accounted for
properly and on a timely basis. [ Ref . 12: pp. 20]
MCO P4200.15E spells out the exact accouiting controls
mandatory to accomplish small purchases. Bat accounting
controls are not enough to ensure proper utilization of the
using unit's resources.
The Purchasing Officer* s function is muci aore than an
authorizing signature and verification of properly processed
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purchases. Since it is seldom bbtat approved funding is
sufficient fcr all needs of a unit, his decisions of what to
buy and whan to buy have a direct influence dp. the effec-
tiver.ass and efficiency of unit. To complicate matters,
requests are staggered over r.he entire fiscal yaar and daci-
sions are made net always knowing the futara requiremants.
Without adequate information and evaluation, lass than desi-
rable results could be produced. Though evaluation depends
upon the Purchasing Officer's judgemeit, properly
constructed administrative controls can do much to facili-
tate that judgemental process by acquiring useful decision
in for nation. Examples of useful administrative control
information are as follows:
1. What is the impact cf the need on unit effectiveness?
2. What is the impact of the need on unit efficiency?
3. What is the impact without the need?
4. Are tiere alternatives to the neei
?
5. Is the need mandatory?
6. Is the need cost-beneficial?
7. Can the need be delayed? If so, a ow Loig?




9. What is the effect of the need on the status of funds
if approved?
The end result should be the bast attsnpt possible at
achieving the ultimate objective nf "the timely and proper
utilization of funds when accomplisaing purchases."
5. ASSIGNMENT 0: PURCHASING DUTIES
Great, care should be taken when assigning individuals
entrusted with controlling funis and/or resources of the
Marine Corps. The individuals c.iDsen should have demons-
trated high moral standards and integrity. Anything less
could increase the potential for compromises in the function
being performed.
1 • Stan dards of Conduct and Duty, Assignments
Personnel representing the government in business
dealings with industry are in positions of grave responsi-
bility. To encourage nothing but the higiest degree of
conduct, MCO P4200.15E requires that indoctrination and
reindoc trina tion as to the Standards cf Conduct be conducted
every March and September. The purpose of tie standards is
to eliminate the potential of compromising and embarrassing
both the Marine Corps and Marina Corps personnel due to
actual or apparent conflict of interests. Acceptance of
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gratuities, actions resulting in personal profit either
directly or through financial interests, or any other actual
or apparent influences which reduces strict impartiality is
prohibited. Though there is no <*ay of ensuring compliance
with the above requirement, appointing individuals with no
applicable outside interests or associations would at lsast
limit the potential- [Ref. 13: 3hap. 4, pp. 3-6]
2- Separation cf Duties
Purchasing may be segregated into three main func-
tions of administrative processing, authorization, and
receiving the requested purchase. Separation of the iuty
assignment of each of the functions helps to safeguard the
unit's resources. Since the delegation of authority to the
Purchasing Officer is accompiisisd by the 4th MARDIV
Commanding General and the admini stra tive processing is
normally accomplished by the supply chief, tis only postion
left to ponler is the receiving of the requested item(s) or
services
.
It is suggested that the csquestor of the need also
be the receiver cf the purchase when it is actually being
physically obtained. This allows for the verification of
the serviceability and suitability of the request before
actual acceptance. Though confirmation is not always needed
(especially if the request is commonly known or an industry
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standard), many mistakes can normally b9 corrected prior to
acceptance. However, verification is to tha authenticity of
receipt should be made to prevent tha potential for
collusion.
C, ACCESS TO RESOURCES
The mandatory detailed requires nts for safeguarding the
imprest fund are specified in HC3 PU230.15E. Along with
suitable physical security measures, it stipulates that only.
the individual charged with custody of the funds will have
access tc the funds. It is obvious that cash is highly
liquid and non-traceable. However, the potential for
pilferage cr misuse does not stoD taere.
Purchase Orders could be improperly utilized if access
to these forms is net controlled. Although the purchase
order is nsgotiable only after an authorized signature,
acceptance of fraudulent submissions by pubLic sources of
supply may compromise effective utilization of resources or
damage the Harine Corps' standing within the community when
payment is denied. Access to purchase orlers should be
limited to the Purchasing Officer and Administrative
Processing Clerk cr Chief.
Lack of accountability for purchased items can also lead
to potential pilferage. Receipt of an item does not
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constitute a completed transaction . Proper and timely
recording of items purchased shoali be verifiai.
D. PURCHASE REQUEST DOCUMENT
The first required administrative step to purchasing is
the "Purchase Request Document" {? 5 3). SCO P42)D.15E directs
the minimum information r equiremer.i 3 on each of these docu-
ments. This information helps to establish a firm founda-
tion for the accounting controls In the purchasing process.
The minimum requirements answer the "what" ani "when" of the
proposed purchase, and alludes to the "where" and "how" the
purchase should be accomplished. However,, the information
that is a major consideration in the ultimate decision on
the purchase is the administrative control question of
"why." This does not mean that the Purchasing Officer
doesn't acquire the information orior to the decision. It
does lean that the "why" is required to aa<e a practical
decision. Figure 3.1 illustrates the impact of "why" on the
decision.
Though the example is exaggerated and oversimplified, it
shows that though the requested need was the same, the
actual need was considerably different. If further clarifi-
cation (which should already known by the resquestor) was
added to the PRD, there would be no nesi for inquiries.
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Additionally, there would be documentation that would
support every purchase made. (This process would also work
for services.)
«
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Figure 3.1 THE IMPACT OF "WHY" ON A PURCHASE DECISION
Though this information links the operational process
with the beginning of the purchasiiq process, what informa-
tion closes purchasing back to the operational process?
The purchasing process results in some sort of physical
supplies or services. The safegjarding of these results
would close the purchasing process into the operational
process. In short, the item(s> or services received were
utilized for their intended purposes. Again, this is not
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some sort of inhibiting request, it is just documentation of
information that should already be known.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the proposed PRD. All mandatory
entries required by MCO PU200.15E have b = en annotated.
Further clarification of the exhibited PRD information is as
follows
:
1. Item/Services Description. 2ij3^ia§S antry which gives
a full explanatory description of fc !ie request.
Specifications of item(s) should oo.ua from the
Identification List File when appiicaola. Otherwise,
all physical and functional characteristics needed to
express the minimum requirements of the request, shall
be fully explained. [ Ref . 13: Chap. 7, p. 5]
2. Source of Seed. This gives the authoritative allow-
ance, if applicable. (The T/E TAHCN, the local allow-
ance, component of a T/S End Item, or describes
whether it is an operational, administrative, or
training expendable item, are all examples of sail pie
e n trie s
.
)
It should also stat< w n e z h.
:
been dropped from the recouis recent!/ due to the
completion of an investigation or ius to inventory
shortages. Any additional remarks that help clarify
the need should be annotated.
3. Priority/Delivery Date. 8§l!ii£e§ entry which speci-
fies the UMMIPS priority and/or the required delivery
date. [Ref. 13: Chap. 7, p. 5 ]
4. Special Shipping/Marking Instructions. R-jmifJIil entry
specifying any special packaging, marking, or handling
instructions. [Ref. 13: Chap. 7, p. 5]
5. Impact if Denied. This supports both the need and the
priority specified in the aforementioned requirements.
It also gives the Purchasing Officer valuable deci-
sion-Baking information, such as the impact on the
unit's effectiveness and efficiency, oompliance with
















PUR CHIEF SIGNATURE: DATE.
PURCHASING OFFICER SIGNATURE: DATE.
DOCUMENT NUMBER:
PIIN NUMBER:
PUR CHIEF SIGNATURE: DATE.
ITEMS (SERVICES) SUITABLE ANO SERVICEABLE:
REQUESTOR SIGNATURE: DATE.
PLACE COMMENTS ON BACK
Figure 3,2 "^RCHBSE REVUES* OOCCHSNT
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6. Requestor Signature, Section, and Data. This speci-
fies the whc and when of the request wiich begins the
time frame for judging the transaction timeliness.
7. Citation of Funds. R£<Iili£li entry that specifies the
availability of the funds at the time of the request.
(Purchasing is accomplished utilizing the 3SUMC
appropriation, 2710 subhead finds.) [Ref. 13: Chap.
1. p. 5]
8. Appropriation Data. Regjiiren entry that confirms chat
the type of funds the amount was cited from is the
type that will be used in processing an approved ?RD.
[ Ref . 13: Chap. 7, p. 5 ]
9. Estimated Ccst. This will facilitate the decision of
the Purchasing Officer by estimating the amount of
funds that will be depleted i ue to an approved
purchase £_rior to approval. It will also serve as a
control to help stop a potential over-obligation of
f unds.
10. Recommended Purchase Method. Ti is will provide the
Purchasing Officer the ability to verify the purchase
method prior to the administrative rfork needed to
accomplish a purchasing method. (This is especially
useful when more than one method is available or the
amount is close to a monetary limit that, if exceeded,
would be inappropriate for the method chosen.)
11. Recommended Source. Required entry tiat allows for
verification of the source of supply. any deviations
from mandatory sources should be briefly stated as to
the authorized reason for circumventing the scarce.
(Since some exceptions 3o not require statements
explaining the reason, this entry is documentation
that helps establish a better audit trail.) [Ref. 13:
Chap. 7, p. 5]
12. Purchasing Chief Signature and Date. Traces the time-
liness of processing the purchase request document.
(Especially important on high priority requests.)
U2

13. Purchasing Officer Signature a nd Date. Bsqu^red entry
that authenticates the authorization and gives the
effective date the preparation of the actual purchase
may begin. "Denied" should be annotated in the signa-
ture block for nonapproval. * Ref- 13: 3aap. 7, p. 5]
14. Document and PUN numbers. The docuaeit number is an
audit control number that traces the item (s) or
services purchased until properly accounted and
recorded or cancelled. (Expandable supplies are prop-
erly accounted for upon receipt by requestor.) The
PUN number is similar, except it traces the actual
ourchase documents until completion or cancellation.
15. Purchasing Chief Signature and Date. \nother verifi-
cation as tc the timeliness of processiig the request.
(The Julian date on the dociinent number should match
the date cf the signature.)
16. Items(s) or services received were suitable and
serviceable. This verifies that the reosivied item (s)
or services fulfilled the requireaents of the
recues tor.
17. Comments en back. This should specif'/ peculiarities
of the purchase such as the specific B?& call number,
the locumentation of all oral quotations, or any
unusual problems encounters:! luring the purchase
processing. Additionally, any specific information
that helps to establish a better audit trail (such as
the general contract number for a delivery orier)
shouii be annotated on the back of the ?RD.
This PHD establishes basic and sorely needed administrative
controls and builds upon the accounting controls of the
mandatory (SCO P4200.15E) PRD. 3y iocumentiag the confiraa-
tion of the timeliness, need, benefit, and receipt of each
purchase, the PRD is utilized moce as a central control
document than an initiating request. All major stages of
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the request are acknowledged (in writing) oy the individual
charged with performance of that requirement. The audit
trail of each purchase becomes more definitive with little
additional effort, thereby reducing the potential for misuse
of resources.
E. SELECTING THE SOURCE OF SUPPLY
Administrative processing of an approved ?RD cannot be
performed without a let e rmination on the =du::9 of supply.
Purchasing documents are determined (or United) by the
appropriate source of supply. MCD PU233.15E prescribes the
extensive mandatory and suggested sources that should be
utilized for purchasing.
1 • FederaJ. Su^Elx Schedules
Federal Supply Schedules are listings of contracts
established by GSA every year of selected items. These
contracts have the advantage of economies of scale since
they're utilized DOD wide and are the prime source of supply
when applicable. Mandatory usage of FSS is stipulated for
each scheduled item. However, overriding exceptions to the
schedules apply under certain conditions, which are as
follows:
1. Delivery Requirements. If tie stated delivery period
of the FSS is in excess of requirements and no relief
can be supplied by the applicable contractor, another
jurce of supply can be soughi
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2. Acceptability of Similar Item(s). When specific
item(3) are required and tie F5 S lists similar but
unacceptable mandatory item (si , a statement as to the
reason must be forwarded to the Commissioner of 3SA
for approval p.rior to purchase.
3. Emergency Requirements. En energenoy situations,
item(s) can be bought from other scur:ss of supply.
However, a statement as to what prompted the circum-
vention will be forwarded to the Comnissioner of 5SA
within 15 days.
Purchases cf $50.00 or less. When orisrs are under
this minimum limitation, the schedulas are not manda-
tory and other sources of supply can 3? sought if nore
economical to process. (However G5A Stores have a
minimum order requirement of $25.33.)
5. Outside Conus. FSS apply only to ths extent that the
geographic area is included in tie applicable
contract
.
6. Maximum Order Limitation. Each schedils will st i pa-
late the maximum order quantity allowed. This type of
exception should be rare since contract quantities
usually are sufficient for most user's needs. It,
ne ver-the-iess
,
is an. exception for valid
requirements. [Ref. 13: Chap. 5, pp. 5-13]
Close adherence to FSS is required to promote future
contracts placed by GSA. Without utilization, the econonies
of soale principle will fall by the wa/side. These
contracts serve large geographical areas and though the
price may be less in some areas, tha overall area the
contract serves will be at a prios- equal to or less than
most local prices. For this reason
,
prioe is not a valid
reason for circumventing FSS. k small savings to seme units
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can eventually add up to a large price loss to DOD in the
form of higher contract prices in tie long ma.
2. General Services Administration Stores De£ots
Similar to FSS, the GSA Stores Qeoot also uses the
economies of scale principle. However# its najor function
for aost uaits are the mandatory services contracts for
maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, and reclamation. With
only ten regional offices, the vast majority of units nust
utilize the conunerical sources as specified ii the "Guile to
Source of Supply and Service." However, the Purchasing
Officer should verify the applicability ot the nearest
regional office (HCO P4200.15E, oa~a 052 1) svsn if the depot
has never been utilized before. [ Ref. 13: Chap. 5, pp.
23-25]
Exceptions to GSA Stores usage include purchases
less than $25.00, unacceptable lelivery iites, and all
subsistence and medical items inder DP3C cognizance.
[Ref. 13: Chap. 5, p. 23]
3. FPI and 3SM fade Products
All Federal Prison Industries and nost Blind and
Severely Handicapped-made products are availaDle through GSA
Stores. However, if purchasing directly fron FPI or 3S3 is
determined to be practical and economical by the Purchasing
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Officer, it should be utilized. Once this derision has beer-
approved, the only exception that should be applied is
delivery tiae restrictions. [Raf. 13: ~hap. 5, pp. 27-30]
**• L2£ll Sources of Sup_£l£
The last source of suppi/ is iooal purchasing. The
determination of what: is deemed the minimum practical and
economical purchase through othar sources has already been
determined, thereby eliminating pries as a?. exception.
Local procurement shculd be used only after ill alternative
sources of supply have been determined to be inapplicable or
inadequate.
5- Source of Su£oly_ ^esk-too Procedures
Verification of the proper souroe cf supply can become
extremely difficult ~o implement into day-to-lay operations.
Figura 3.3 has been developed as a workable guide that car-
facilitate the verification of appropriate soirees of supply
compliance. The extent of utilization is dependent upon the
Purchasing Dfficer's judgement.
It should be noted that thare is a doninating excep-
tion that applies in most instances, which is the Delivery
Time Requirements. No one can filly predict , the needs of
the future. However, trends in excessive utilization of
short delivery periods should be scrutinized by the
U7

Figure 3.3 SELECTING aPPBOPKlATE ^OURwE JF SU^-.i
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Purchasing Officer in attempt to curb futare usage. A
little trouble-shooting could reveal poor pLanning at the
section level, excessive losses 3f lissioi essential or
important items, or even a Purchasing Cleric attempting to
follow a path of least resistance by exclusive utilization
of local sources. Corrective action it the source of the
problem net only increases proper operational procedures,
but Improves the overall unit oreditabilit y when using
restrictive delivery requirements or ether source of supply
except ions.
Improper utilization of the sources of supply is
more than a violation of Marine Corps Directives. It is an
cvoici ols add— ticnai cost 01 tutire contracts that affect
ail of DCD due to the lack of being able- to implement sodo-
mies of scale to its fullest potential.
F. SELECTING THE PURCHASING METHOD
In many cases, the source of supply wiLl require the
utilization of a certain purchasing method. This is not the
case with local sources of supply. There is considerable
overlapping between a BPA , PO, and the imprest fund. A BPA
is strongly suggested for filling anticipated, repetitive
needs such as hardware items. The purchase orler allows for
written specifications and/or more than one delivery. The
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imprest fund is a simple method far routins items not in
excess of $150.00. Which method siould be ussd?
MZO P42Q0.15E gives mandatory usage ii only certain
cases. The final decision on which method should be used
when overlapping occurs depends on factors suoh as follows:
1. which method is mandatory? (If the purchase requires
written quotations, a PO wo all be in order.}
Which local source is the most eoonoiioai? (An item
under an established BPA nay not bs the best buy
within the local sources of supply.)
3. Which method is the most practical (Time restric-
tions could neccessitate
imprest fund method.)
the utilization of the
^. Which method is the most sconomioal to process? (An
sxampis is the cheaper pror=ssing costs of + he BPA
ver the ?o method.)
5. Is the method acceptable to the local source? (An
example might be the acceptance of oily cash at a
local source as the method of payaent.
)
Figurs 3.4 depicts the author's int s rpretatioa of the intent
of MC3 P4200. 15E as it applies to ths total process for
determining the appropriate purchasing nsthed. This
desk-top procedure is not totally mandatory, though the
price limitations are structured IAW AZ3 P4200.15S.
However, general utilization of ti= chart should facilitate
the selecting of the appropriate mathod.
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It should be remembered that the purchases accomplished
wixh the local sources of supply have a maximum limitation
of only 33300 per request unless the supplier is under a
current delivery order contract with the government, as
outlined in the aforementioned sources of supply section.
G. PROCESSING PURCHASES
The ultimate preparation and processing of purchasing
documents is, at the very least, tedious. With all the
regulations required for different purchasing nsthods, it is
near impossible to develop a checklist that »ill take every
possible contingency into consideration. however, the
following questions should be answered along with pertinent
questions stipulated in the DIVSu"? Inspection Checklist
during the utilization of the oorrespondi ng purchasing
method. All questions following that io not have an answer
of "yes" should be fully researched in SCO P42a3.15E.
1
• Imprest Fund
1. Is the ?RD completely filled out?
2. Are the specifications relatively simpls?






item (s) and/or services available within 30
Can recurring requests be handled tarough the BPA
method?
6. Is a subvoucher number assigned and annotated on the
PRD?
7. is an interim receipt for cash properly atilized id:
8. Are receipts tendered prsparly annotated wit
amount, date, and seller's name and position?
ne
9. Is an SF103U used when payment by check is required?
2. Blanket Purchase Agree meats
Is the PEC completely filled cut?
Do individuals authorized to snake calls have a speci-
fied dollar amount limitation that they can place?
Does the supplier have an up-to-date list of indivi-
duals authorized to place calls and tieir respective
dollar amount limitation?
4. Do receipts tendered show the folLowiag?
a. Supplier's Name
b. 3PA number
c. Date of the call
d. Call number
e. Total list of items (s) or services furnished
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f. Quantities, unit prices, and discounts
g. Date of delivery or shipment
h. Naae of individual placing call
5. Does the supplier submit at Lsast a monthly summary of
all deliveries?
6. Does the BPA contain the sapplement to the disputes
clause LAW MCO P4200. 152, pan 0674.17?
3. Purchase Orders
1. Is the PHD completely filled out?
Can the ourchase be accomplished by utilizing
method only?
the ?
Are juotations for purchases i:
annotated on the back of the PHD?
excess of 3503.00
U. Are purchase orders filled oat
PU200. 15E, para 065 1.3?
properly and IA» MCO
5. Are written solicitations prepared when:
a. Suppliers are outside of the local area?
b. Special specifications are involve!?
o. A large number of items are in a single proposal?
i. Oral quotations are not considered economical or
possible?






b. Variations in quantity ins to unit of issue or bulk
quantities?
c. All periodical subscriptions?
d. Whan supplies are ordered on ether than F.0.3.
destination basis?
a. For the humane slaughter of livestock?
f. As directed by the Ccmmaniant of ths Marine
Corps (Code LB> ?
**• Delivery Orders
1. Is the PHD completely filial out?
z. Are delivery orders filled out proparLy and IAW MCO
P4200. 15E, para 065 1.3?
3. Are individuals designated in writing to sign as z'as
o — ^cri *-
^ o f ^i i c — r
?
H. ESTABLISHING THE SYSTEM TO BE IMPLEMENTED
The responsibility of an adequate systen of internal
control rests upon the Purchasing Dfficer. rharefore, the
systen to be implemented must be iasignad to fit his parti-
cular needs at the unit. Iha abilities of pertinent
personnel, the requirements and naads of tha unit, and the
availability of the sources of sapply all inoaot on the type
of purchasing that must be performed by tha unit. Though
not necessarily an accurate forecast, historical data can be
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invaluable when ascertaining the strengths mi weaknesses in
the current, purchasing process. Jtilizatim of the afore-
mentioned development methodology section could reveal
potential problems or weed out unnecessary trivia. But in
the end, there is no absolute system of internal controls,
and the Purchasing Officer must letermina rfhere benefits
step and excessive costs begin*
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IV. IHPLEMENTATION AND MAI N£S NANCE METHODOLOGY
A. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY
The ability to successfully implement a system of
internal controls (or changes thscain) will greatly depend
upcn the amour. - of resistanoe to changa encountered.
Resistance to change can be overt (deliberate resistance) or
cover- (resistance due to other faotorsi [Ref. 14: P. 378].
Though deliberate resistance can be identified and dealt
with as appropriate, covert rssistencs is nuch harder to
identify ani eliminate. An exaupie of cover: resistance is
functional fixation.
Psychologists have found that there appears to be
"functional fixation" in most human oeiavior in
which the person attaches a neaning to a title or
object and is unable to see alternative neanings
or uses [ Ref . 15: P. 1 94 ].
In short, the individual consciously or subconsciously does
not recognize the change due to his past experiences and
personal definitions.
To overcome resistance to change, the Purchasing Officer
must carefully shap.e change implementation to fully insti-
tute needed internal controls. For this reason, this author
suggests using the three phase change process of
"unfreezing, change, and refreezing" [Ref. 14: P. 380].
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Ttis first two phases car. be accomplisied through an
education and training session given to all participating
personnel. The "unfreezing" is showing the need for change.
This entails an explanation of ho* the controls will affect
decision-making, the processing of purchase transactions,
the directive requirements from higner headquarters, and any
currant identifiable shortcomings in the :u;r;at purchase
procedures. "Change" is then accomplished through a
detailed explanation of the new procedures and controls.
The full intent of each control sasuld alsD ba explained to
emphasize the importance of the changes.
Tha final phase of "refreezing" is accomplished through
the use of cognitive dissonance.
Coc'r'i"'ivt-; drssorance can b^ - a ~ n as aa antecedent
condition wnich leads to activity oriented toward
dissonance reduction just as hunger leads to
activity oriented toward hunger reduction
[Ref. 16: P. 3].
Active suparvisicn will act as a cognitive dissonance
vehciie through the follow-ups that ccnfira rompiiance with
newly instituted controls. Subordinates lot wishing to be
confronted with non-compliance by the Purchasing Officer
will strive toward close attention to the system of internal
controls
.
Active supervision will do lore than just communicate
the reguireuents established by tha Purchasing Officer. If
effectively utilized, "newly acguired behavior becomes
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permanent, thereby offsetting the regression toward the old
pattern of behavior after the pressures toward change are
relaxed" [Ref. 14: P. 377].
B. MAINTENANCE METHODOLOGY
Active supervision 5 1 so works is a methof! of maintaining
the status g uo compliance once the patterns - _ behavior nave
become permanent. However, the totality d£ the purchasing
process and environment are not static and changes will
occur. 3e it the participating personnel., sources of
supply, higher headquarter ' s directives, :> r the type of
support realized, changes are inevitable.
In the continuous strive foe reasonable assurance than
the system of internal controls is adequate, constant
internal rsview is required. (MCO P7003.33 requires an
internal control review at leas- biennially.) MCO P7003.88
has conceptualized the review into four general steps, which
are as fellows:
1. Define internal control objectives and parameters.
2. Develop internal control documentation.
3. Analyze existing internal controls.
4. Correct deficiencies in existing internal controls.
The new aspect of evaluation and correction of weaknesses in
the existing system of internal controls ias been brought
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out as a integral part of tha internal review process.
Though all of the aforementioned thesis information still
applies, raw guestions should be raisad during this review
procsss. Part of internal review is the ability to look in
retrospect and make assumptions on the present by evaluating
the past. Therefore, much of tha direction oc the guestions
needea for this evaluation are basei upon rhs results of the
performance, and not the development of performance stan-
dards for desired results.
A comprehensive listing of sample guestions for the
review process can only be developed by the individual
responsible for judging the existing system cf internal
controls. However, some prospective questions iealir.g in
general with the controls as specified in the previous
chapter are as fellows:
1. Purchasing Eeguest Document
a. Are item (s) and/or services reguestel part of the
funded budget?
b. Were exceptions to the aforementioned question high
enoungh in priority to warrant a raprioritization?
c. Is UMMIPS being properly utilized?
d. Are cost estimations reasonably accurate?
e. Are reguests handled in a timely fasiion?
f. Are reguests being split to fulfill actual needs?
g. Are short notice delivery lates actually reguirei?
h. Was the item(s) and/or services received sufficient





a. Is the normal supply soar:? being utilized?
b. Is there a valid reason for circumventing the
proper source?
c. Have the sources of supply changed?
Purchasing Methods
a. Is the proper purchase method being utilized?
b. Is there a valid reason fDr circumventing the
proper pure nasm g in e _ .^g d ?
c. Ara purchasing method limitations being adhered to?
In some cases, using units have already established for ma 1-
izsg systems c: internal controls,




start. in any cas-, internal review is always required
because what works today may fail tomorrow.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. SUMMARY
After a brief discussion of systems of internal controls
and the effect of an inadequate systea, tas objective of
administrative controls was revealed as tn= main direction
of this thesis.
The beginning statements for the Requirements of an
Adequate System of Internal Controls explore! three aspects
that impact upon the heuristics of system development. The
rest of the chapter was a summarization Df developnent
requirements, techniques and imp is mentation and maintenance
requirements that can be utilized by the Purchasing Officer
when lev eloping his own system of internal soatrols.
In Chapter III, the presentation was the generalized
administrative controls, with the major emphasis on the PRO
as the central control document. The flsw-charts were
developed to facilitate the decisions nade 02 the where and
how for each purchase in a simplified format.
The final chapter was an attempt to explain the need for
a plan to implement and maintain a systen of internal
control. flajor points of consideration shoild be given to




The rebirth in the concern for curbing fraud, waste, and
abuse has had a great, impact on D3D. With this resurgence
has come renewed interest in adegaate systeas of internal
controls. However, the traditional controls of "HOW" soae-
thing is den? has been joined with "WHY" something is dor.e.
The intent cf this thesis was to concentrate on adminis-
trative controls for the day-to-day operations. The quoted
recent GAO Report specified that procedure manuals or regu-
lations had not been incorporated into day-to-day opera-
tions. In order to facilitate trie accomplishment of this
objective, the proposed controls were kept simple and
require little (if any) additional work to accomplish.
(3ecaise of this simplistic design, it is suggested that all
proposed controls be utilized.) 3:>wever, if proper adher-
ence to the controls is maintained, sufficient information
to make viable and practical decisions shouli be possible.
The generalized design is far from oomplete. Mandatory
requirements are well specified in HCO P4230.15B, and this
author felt that further accounting contrsl developaent
would not only be an unnecessary form of plagiarizing, but
would belittle the needed impact of administrative controls.
Additionally, further accounting control development would
be too restrictive to the Purchasing Officer's authority and
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responsibility of tailoring his control systen to his parti-
cular needs. But, with Chapter II and the applicable
orders, he should have sufficient sic plaaatory information to
complete a system suited to his situation waile fulfilling
all mandatory requirements.
There is no substitute for rsading and understanding the
appropriate manuals and directives. However, appliciDie
controls that help limit and fo:as upon tie appropriate
references net only save time, bat facilitate the strive for
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